
AUGUST - SEPTEMBER 2020

We celebrated ‘Green day’ with our learners where they were dressed up in green 

colour outfit. To bring on some more excitement we also had a small painting 

activity where the children did finger print activity making a tree and also spoke 

about a green object for the Show & Tell activity.

GREEN DAY
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Even during the critical times, the spirit of Independence Day was soaring high in 

Nalapad Academy. Pre-primary children were dressed up in white and made 

tricolor sandwich relating to our India flag. They enjoyed and displayed great 

enthusiasm in the sandwich making activity. They explained about our National 

symbols of India with flash cards and videos. Children from grades 1-9 made short 

videos on culture and famous personalities of India. Children sang the patriotic 

song “he watan watan abad rahe tu” At last we ended our celebration with Our 

National Anthem ‘Jana Gana Mana’.

VIRTUAL INDEPENDENCE DAY 
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During our theme Food we eat, Children dressed up as different fruits and 

showcased their talent speaking few sentences about it. We also had various 

games like mystery game, guessing the vegetables when blindfolded etc. Over all 

this theme was very interesting for the little ones.

DRESS UP DAY
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As a token of gratitude children made beautiful cards, videos to make their 

teachers feel special and also expressed their feeling dressing up as a teacher and 

pretending to be a teacher and sang a song and danced for their teachers which 

was amazing to watch. 

TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION
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Learners usually learn about colors and shapes during their formative years. 

Developing numeracy skills early gives children a foundation for their learning and 

development. It prepares them for daily life including general problems. We 

exposed numeracy to our learners by giving various activities like sorting, 

introducing pre math concepts, numbers, patterns, shapes etc.

NUMERACY

Listening skills are critical for language development and reading. Learners learn 

new vocabulary and expand their sentences and grammar. Our little ones were 

given various activities for their language development and also, we worked on 

giving them activities like tracing, pattern making, writing etc. To develop their 

language and vocabulary we gave them opportunities like shown tell every week 

where they learn how to build effective communication and use appropriate 

grammar while speaking.

LITERACY
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Environment week was celebrated to bring awareness in children and to develop 

a sense of responsibility and caring towards nature. Several learning engagements 

were planned everyday like potting the plant, poster making, paper bag making. 

Children also understood about “Chipko movement”.

ENVIRONMENT WEEK 
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The Primary section of Nalapad Academy added some colour to their week as the 

students participated in a Colour-themed Show and Tell activity. The students of 

Grades 1 to 5 brought in objects of the assigned colour and showcased their 

speaking skills. Objects ranged from toys to useful items and the students 

informed and entertained us. The students and the teachers learnt a lot, and the 

students also developed some confidence in speaking in front of their peers. 

Overall, it was a very colourful and fun session for all the grades!

SHOW AND TELL


